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Abstrat. We generalize univariate multipoint evaluation of polynomi-
als of degree n at sublinear amortized ost per point. More preisely, it
is shown how to evaluate a bivariate polynomial p of maximum degree
less than n, speied by its n2 oeients, simultaneously at n2 given
points using a total of O(n2.667) arithmeti operations. In terms of the
input size N being quadrati in n, this amounts to an amortized ost of
O(N0.334) per point.
1 Introdution
By Horner's Rule, any polynomial p of degree less than n an be evaluated at a
given argument x in O(n) arithmeti operations whih is optimal for a generi
polynomial as proved by Pan (1966), see for example Theorem 6.5 in Bürgisser,
Clausen & Shokrollahi (1997).
In order to evaluate p at several points, we might sequentially ompute p(xk)
for 0 ≤ k < n. However, regarding that both the input onsisting of n oeients
of p and n points xk and the output onsisting of the n values p(xk) have
only linear size, information theory provides no justiation for this quadrati
total running time. In fat, a more sophistiated algorithm permits to ompute
all p(xk) simultaneously using only O(n · log2 n · log log n) operations. Based
on the Fast Fourier Transform, the mentioned algorithms and others realize
what is known as Fast Polynomial Arithmeti. For ease of notation, we use the
`soft-Oh' notation, namely O∼(f(n)) := O (f(n)(log f(n))O(1)). This variant
of the usual asymptoti `big-Oh' notation ignores poly-logarithmi fators like
log
2 n · log log n.
Fat 1. Let R be a ommutative ring with one.
(i) Multipliation of univariate polynomials: Suppose we are given polynomials
p, q ∈ R[X ] of degree less than n, speied by their oeients. Then we an
ompute the oeients of the produt polynomial p ·q ∈ R[X ] using O∼(n)
arithmeti operations in R.
⋆
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(ii) Multipoint evaluation of a univariate polynomial: Suppose we are given a
polynomial p ∈ R[X ] of degree less than n, again speied by its oef-
ients, and points x0, . . . , xn−1 ∈ R. Then we an ompute the values
p(x0), . . . , p(xn−1) ∈ R using O∼(n) arithmeti operations in R.
(iii) Univariate interpolation: Conversely, suppose we are given points (xk, yk) ∈
R2 for 0 ≤ k < n suh that xk − xℓ is invertible in R for all k 6= ℓ. Then we
an ompute the oeients of a polynomial p ∈ R[X ] of degree less than
n suh that p(xk) = yj, 0 ≤ k < n, that is, determine the interpolation
polynomial to data (xk, yk) using O∼(n) arithmeti operations in R.
Proof. These results an be found for example in von zur Gathen & Gerhard
(2003) inluding small onstants:
(i) an be done using at most 63.427·n·log2 n·log2 log2 n+O(n logn) arithmeti
operations in R by Theorem 8.23. The essential ingredient is the Fast Fourier
Transform. If R = C then even 92n log2 n+O(n) arithmeti operations sue.
This goes bak to Shönhage & Strassen (1971) and Shönhage (1977).
In the following M(n) denotes the ost of one multipliation of univariate poly-
nomials over R of degree less then n.
(ii) an be done using at most
11
2 M(n) log2 n+O(n logn) operations in R aord-
ing to Corollary 10.8. Here, Divide & Conquer provides the nal building
blok. This goes bak to Fiduia (1972).
(iii) an be done using at most
13
2 M(n) log2 n + O(n logn) operations in R a-
ording to Corollary 10.12. This, too, is ompleted by Divide & Conquer.
The result goes bak to Horowitz (1972).
You also nd an exellent aount of all these in Borodin & Munro (1975). ⊓⊔
Fast polynomial arithmeti and in partiular multipoint evaluation has found
many appliations in algorithmi number theory (see for example Odlyzko &
Shönhage 1988), omputer aided geometri design (see for example Lodha &
Goldman 1997), and omputational physis (see for example Ziegler 2003b).
Observe that the above laims apply to the univariate ase. What about
multivariate analogues? Let us for a start onsider the bivariate ase: A bivariate
polynomial p ∈ R[X,Y ] of maximum degree maxdeg p := max {degX p, degY p}
less than n has up to n2 oeients, one for eah monomial X iY j with 0 ≤
i, j < n. Now orresponding to Fat 1, the following questions emerge:
Question 2. (i) Multipliation of bivariate polynomials: Can two given bivari-
ate polynomials of maximum degree less than n be multiplied within time
O∼(n2)?
(ii) Multipoint evaluation of a bivariate polynomial: Can a given bivariate poly-
nomial of maximum degree less than n be evaluated simultaneously at n2
arguments in time O∼(n2)?
(iii) Bivariate interpolation: Given n2 points (xk, yk, zk) ∈ R3, is there a polyno-
mial p ∈ R[X,Y ] of maximum degree less than n suh that p(xk, yk) = zk
for all 0 ≤ k < n2? And, if yes, an we ompute it in time O∼(n2)?
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Suh issues also arise for instane in onnetion with fast arithmeti for polyno-
mials over the skew-eld of hyperomplex numbers (Ziegler 2003a, Setion 3.1).
A positive answer to Question 2(i) is ahieved by embedding p and q into
univariate polynomials of degree O(n2) using the Kroneker substitution Y =
X2n−1, applying Fat 1(i) to them, and then re-substituting the result to a bi-
variate polynomial; see for example Corollary 8.28 in von zur Gathen & Gerhard
(2003) or Setion 1.8 in Bini & Pan (1994).
Note that the rst part of (iii) has negative answer for instane whenever the
points (xk, yk) are o-linear or, more generally, lie on a urve of small degree:
Here, a bivariate polynomial of maximum degree less than n does not even exist
in general.
Addressing (ii), observe that Kroneker substitution is not ompatible with
evaluation and thus of no diret use for reduing to the univariate ase. The
methods that yield Fat 1(ii) are not appliable either as they rely on fast poly-
nomial division with remainder whih looses many of its nie mathematial and
omputational properties when passing from the univariate to the bivariate ase.
Nevertheless, (ii) does admit a rather immediate positive answer provided the
arguments (xk, yk), 0 ≤ k < n2 form a Cartesian n × n-grid (also alled tensor
produt grid). Indeed, onsider p(X,Y ) =
∑
0≤j<n qj(X)Y
j
as a polynomial in
Y with oeients qj being univariate polynomials in X . Then multi-evaluate qj
at the n distint values xk: as qj has degree less than n, this takes time O∼(n)
for eah j, adding to a total of O∼(n2). Finally take the n dierent univariate
polynomials p(xk, Y ) in Y of degree less than n and multi-evaluate eah at the
n distint values yℓ: this takes another O∼(n2).
The presumption on the arguments to form a Cartesian grid allows for a
slight relaxation in that this grid may be rotated and sheared: Suh kind of
Fig. 1. Cartesian 8× 8-grid, same rotated and sheared; 64 generi points.
ane distortion is easy to detet, reverted to the arguments, and then instead
applied to the polynomial p by transforming its oeients within time O∼(n2),
see Lemma 14 below. The obtained polynomial pˆ an then be evaluated on the
now stritly Cartesian grid as desribed above. However, n×n grids, even rotated
and sheared ones, form only a zero-set within the 2n2-dimensional spae of all
possible ongurations of n2 points. Thus this is a severe restrition.
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2 Goal and Idea
The big open question and goal of the present work is onerned with fast mul-
tipoint evaluation of a multivariate polynomial. As a rst step in this diretion
we onsider the bivariate ase.
The naïve approah to this problem, namely of sequentially alulating all
p(xk, yk), takes quadrati time eah, thus inferring total ost of order n
4
. A rst
improvement to O∼(n3) is based on the simple observation that any n points
in the plane an easily be extended to an n × n grid on whih, by the above
onsiderations, multipoint evaluation of p is feasible in time O∼(n2). So we
may partition the n2 arguments into n bloks of n points and multi-evaluate p
sequentially on eah of them to obtain the following
Theorem 3. Let R be a ommutative ring with one. A bivariate polynomial
p ∈ R[X,Y ] of degX(p) < n and degY (p) < n, given by its oeients, an be
evaluated simultaneously at n2 given arguments (xk, yk) using at most O(n3 ·
log
2 n · log log n) arithmeti operations in R.
We redue this softly ubi upper omplexity bound to O(n2.667). More pre-
isely, by ombining fast univariate polynomial arithmeti with fast matrix mul-
tipliation we will prove:
Result 4. Let K denote an arbitrary eld. A bivariate polynomial p ∈ K[X,Y ]
of degX(p) < n and degY (p) < m, speied by its oeients, an be evaluated
simultaneously at N given arguments (xk, yk) ∈ K2 with pairwise dierent rst
oordinates using O ((N + nm)mω2/2−1+ε) arithmeti operations in K for any
xed ε > 0.
Here, ω2 denotes the exponent of the multipliation of n × n- by retangular
n × n2-matries, see Setion 3. In fat this problem is well-known to admit a
muh faster solution than naïve O(n4), the urrent world reord ω2 < 3.334
being due to Huang & Pan (1998). By hoosing m = n and N = n2, this yields
the running time laimed in the abstrat.
The general idea underlying Result 4, illustrated for the ase of n = m,
is to redue the bivariate to the univariate ase by substituting Y in p(X,Y )
with the interpolation polynomial g(X) of degree less than n2 to data (xk, yk).
It then sues to multi-evaluate the univariate result p
(
X, g(X)
)
at the n2
arguments xk. Obviously, this an only work if suh an interpolation polynomial
g is available, that is any two evaluation points (xk, yk) 6= (xk′ , yk′) dier in their
rst oordinates, xk 6= xk′ . However, this ondition an be asserted easily later
on, see Setion 6, so for now assume it is fullled.
This naïve substitution leads to a polynomial of degree up to O(n3). On the
other hand, it obviously sues to obtain p
(
X, g(X)
)
modulo the polynomial
f(X) :=
∏
0≤k<n2(X − xk) whih has degree less than n2. The key to eient
bivariate multipoint evaluation is thus an eient algorithm for this modular
bi-to-univariate omposition problem, presented in Theorem 9.
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As we make heavy use of fast matrix multipliation, Setion 3 realls some
basi fats, observations, and the state of the art in that eld of researh. Se-
tion 4 formally states the main result of the present work together with two
tools (ane substitution and modular omposition) whih might be interesting
on their own, their proofs being postponed to Setion 5. Setion 6 desribes three
ways to deal with arguments that do have oiniding rst oordinates. Setion 7
gives some nal remarks.
3 Basis on Fast Matrix Multipliation
Reall that, for a eld K, ω = ω(K) ≥ 2 denotes the exponent of matrix multipli-
ation, that is, the least real suh that m×m matrix multipliation is feasible in
asymptoti time O(mω+ε) for any ε > 0; see for example Chapter 15 in Bürgisser
et al. (1997). The urrent world-reord due to Coppersmith & Winograd (1990)
ahieves ω < 2.376 independent of the ground eld K. The Notes 12.1 in von zur
Gathen & Gerhard (2003) ontain a short historial aount.
Clearly, a retangular matrix multipliation of, say, m×m-matries by m×
mt-matries an always be done partitioning into m×m square matries. Yet,
in some ases there are better known algorithms than this. We use the nota-
tion introdued by Huang & Pan (1998): ω(r, s, t) denotes the exponent of the
multipliation of ⌈mr⌉ × ⌈ms⌉- by ⌈ms⌉ × ⌈mt⌉-matries, that is
ω(r, s, t) = inf

τ ∈ R
Multipliation of ⌈mr⌉ × ⌈ms⌉- by
⌈ms⌉× ⌈mt⌉-matries an be done
with O(mτ ) arithmeti operations

 .
Clearly, ω = ω(1, 1, 1). We always have
max {r + s, r + t, s+ t} ≤ ω(r, s, t) ≤ r + s+ t. (5)
Note that ω(r, s, t) is in fat invariant under permutation of its arguments.
We ollet some known bounds on fast matrix multipliation algorithms.
Fat 6. (i) ω = ω(1, 1, 1) ≤ log2(7) < 2.8073549221 (Strassen 1969).
(ii) ω = ω(1, 1, 1) < 2.3754769128 (Coppersmith & Winograd 1990).
(iii) ω2 := ω(1, 1, 2) < 3.3339532438 (Huang & Pan 1998).
Partitioning into square matries only yields ω2 ≤ ω + 1 < 3.3754769128.
Bounds for further retangular matrix multipliations an be also be found
in Huang & Pan (1998). It is onjetured that ω = 2. Then by partition-
ing into square bloks also ω(r, s, t) touhes its lower bound in (5), that is
ω(r, s, t) = max {r + s, r + t, s+ t}. In partiular, ω2 = 3 then.
We point out that the denition of ω and ω(r, s, t) refers to arbitrary alge-
brai omputations whih furthermore may be non-uniform, that is, use for eah
matrix size m a dierent algorithm. However, loser inspetion of Setion 15.1
in Bürgisser et al. (1997) reveals the following
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Observation 7. Retangular matrix multipliation of ⌈mr⌉× ⌈ms⌉- by ⌈ms⌉×
⌈mt⌉-matries over K an be done with O(mω(r,s,t)+ε) arithmeti operations in
K by a uniform, bilinear algorithm for any xed ε.
A bilinear omputation is a very speial kind of algorithm where apart from
additions and salar multipliations only bilinear multipliations our; see for
example Denition 14.7 in Bürgisser et al. (1997) for more details. In partiular,
no divisions are allowed.
4 Main results
Our major ontribution onerns bivariate multi-evaluation at arguments (xk, yk)
under the ondition that their rst oordinates xk are pairwise distint. This
amounts to a weakened general position presumption as is ommon for instane
in Computational Geometry.
For notational onveniene, we dene `O≈' (smooth-Oh) whih, in addition
to polylogarithmi fators in n, also ignores fators nε as long as ε > 0 an
be hosen arbitrarily small. Formally, O≈(f(n)) := ⋂ε>0O(f(n)1+ε). Note that
O∼(f(n)) ⊂ O≈(f(n)).
Theorem 8. Let K denote a eld. Suppose n,m ∈ N. Given the nm oeients
of a bivariate polynomial p with degX(p) < n and degY (p) < m and given nm
points (xk, yk) ∈ K2, 0 ≤ k < nm suh that the rst oordinates xk are pairwise
dierent, we an alulate the n values p(xk, yk) using O≈
(
nmω2/2
)
arithmeti
operations over K. The algorithm is uniform.
Observe that this yields the rst part of Result 4 by performing ⌈N/(nm)⌉
separate multipoint evaluations at nm points eah. Let us also remark that
any further progress in matrix multipliation immediately arries over to our
problem. As it is onjetured that ω = 2 holds, this would lead to bivariate
multipoint evaluation within time O≈(nm1.5).
Our proof of Theorem 8 is based on the following generalization of Brent &
Kungs eient univariate modular omposition, see for example Setion 12.2 in
von zur Gathen & Gerhard (2003), to a ertain `bi-to-univariate' variant:
Theorem 9. Fix a eld K. Given n,m ∈ N, a bivariate polynomial p ∈ K[X,Y ]
with degX(p) < n and degY (p) < m and univariate polynomials g, f ∈ K[X ] of
degree less than nm, speied by their oeients. Then p
(
X, g(X)
)
rem f(X)
an be omputed with O≈(nmω2/2) arithmeti operations in K.
We remark that true bivariate modular omputation requires Gröbner basis
methods whih for omplexity reasons are beyond our interest here.
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5 Proofs
Now we ome to the proofs.
Lemma 10. Let K denote a eld and x t > 0.
(i) Let both A be an m × m-matrix and B an m × mt-matrix whose entries
onsist of polynomials aij(X), bij(X) ∈ K[X ] of degree less than n. Given
m and the n · (m2 +mt) oeients, we an ompute the oeients of the
polynomial entries cij(X) of C := A · B within O≈(nmω(1,1,t)) arithmeti
operations.
(ii) If A denotes an m×m square matrix with polynomial entries of degree less
than n and b denotes an m-omponent vetor of polynomials of degree less
than nmt, then (A, b) 7→ A · b is omputable within O≈(nmω(1,1,t)).
(iii) Let p0, . . . , pm−1 ∈ K[X,Y ] denote bivariate polynomials with degX(pi) < n
and degY (pi) < m, given their nm
2
oeients, and let furthermore uni-
variate polynomials g, f ∈ K[X ] of degree less than nmt be given by their
oeients. Then the oeients of the m univariate polynomials
pi
(
X, g(X)
)
rem f(X)
an be omputed with O≈(nmω(1,1,t)) arithmeti operations.
In partiular, for t = 1 we have ost O≈(nmω) ⊂ O∼(nm2.376) and for t = 2 we
have ost O≈(nmω2) ⊂ O∼(nm3.334).
Proof. (i) By salar extension to R = K[X ] we obtain an algorithm with ost
O≈(mω(1,1,t)) arithmeti operations in R using Observation 7. For the algo-
rithm salar extension simply means that we perform any multipliation in
R instead of K, multipliations with onstants beome salar multipliations.
And the ost for one operation in R is O∼(n) as only polynomials of degree
n have to be multiplied.
(ii) For eah j, 0 ≤ j < m, deompose the polynomial bj of degree less than
nmt into mt polynomials of degree less than n, that is, write bj(X) =∑
0≤k<mt bjk(X) ·Xkn. The desired polynomial vetor is then given by
(
A · b)
i
(X) =
∑
1≤j≤m
aij(X) ·
( ∑
0≤k<mt
bjk(X) ·Xkn
)
=
∑
0≤k<mt
(
A · B)
ik
(X) ·Xkn
(∗)
where 0 ≤ i < m and B := (bjk) denotes an m×mt matrix of polynomials
of degree less than n. The produt A ·B an be omputed aording to (i) in
the laimed running time. Multipliation by Xkn amounts to mere oeient
shifts rather than arithmeti operations. And observing that deg
(
(A·B)ik
)
<
2n, only two onseutive terms in the right hand side of (∗) an overlap. So
evaluating this sum amounts to mt-fold addition of pairs of polynomials of
degree less than n. Sine ω(1, 1, t) ≥ 1 + t by virtue of (5), this last ost of
nm1+t is also overed by the laimed omplexity bound.
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(iii) Write eah pi as a polynomial in Y with oeients from K[X ], that is
pi(X,Y ) =
∑
0≤j<m
qij(X) · Y j
with all qij(X) of degree less than n. Iteratively ompute the m poly-
nomials gj(X) := g
j(X) rem f(X), eah of degree less than nmt, within
time O∼(nm1+t) by fast division with remainder (see for example Theo-
rem 9.6 in von zur Gathen & Gerhard 2003).
By multiplying the matrix A := (qij) to the vetor b := (gj) aording to
(ii), determine the m polynomials
p˜i(X) :=
∑
0≤j<m
qij(X) · gj(X), 0 ≤ i < m
of degree less than n + nmt. For eah i redue again modulo f(X) and
obtain pi
(
X, g(X)
)
rem f(X) using another O∼(nm1+t) operations. Sine
ω(1, 1, t) ≥ 1 + t aording to (5), both parts are overed by the laimed
running time O≈(nmω(1,1,t)). ⊓⊔
Lemma 10 puts us in position to prove Theorem 9.
Proof (Theorem 9). Without loss of generality we assume that m is a square.
We use a baby step, giant step strategy: Partition p into
√
m polynomials pi of
degY (pi) <
√
m, that is
p(X,Y ) =
∑
0≤i<√m
pi(X,Y ) · Y i
√
m .
Then apply Lemma 10(iii) with t = 2 and m replaed by
√
m to obtain the
√
m
polynomials p˜i(X) := pi
(
X, g(X)
)
rem f(X) within O≈(nmω2/2) operations.
Iteratively determine the
√
m polynomials g˜i(X) :=
(
g(X)
√
m
)i
rem f(X) for
0 ≤ i < √m within O∼(nm3/2). Again, ω2 ≥ 3 asserts this to remain in the
laimed bound. Finally ompute
p
(
X, g(X)
)
rem f(X) =
∑
0≤i<√m
(
p˜i(X) · g˜i(X)
)
rem f(X)
using another time O∼(nm3/2). ⊓⊔
Based on Theorem 9, the following algorithm realizes the idea expressed in
Setion 2.
Algorithm 11. Generi multipoint evaluation of a bivariate polynomial.
Input: Coeients of a polynomial p ∈ K[X,Y ] of degX(p) < n, degY (p) < m
and points (xk, yk) for 0 ≤ k < nm with pairwise dierent rst oordi-
nates xk.
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Output: The values p(xk, yk) for 0 ≤ k < nm.
1. Compute the univariate polynomial f(X) :=
∏
0≤k<nm
(X − xk) ∈ K[X ].
2. Compute an interpolation polynomial g ∈ K[X ] of degree less than nm
satisfying g(xk) = yk for all 0 ≤ k < nm.
3. Apply Theorem 9 to obtain p˜(X) := p
(
X, g(X)
)
rem f(X).
4. Multi-evaluate this univariate polynomial p˜ ∈ K[X ] of degree less than nm
at the nm arguments xk.
5. Return (p˜(xk))0≤k<nm.
Proof (Theorem 8). The algorithm is orret by onstrution.
Step 1 in Algorithm 11 an be done in O∼(nm) arithmeti operations. As the
points (xk, yk) have pairwise dierent rst oordinates, the interpolation problem
in Step 2 is solvable and, by virtue of Fat 1(iii), in running time O∼(nm). For
Step 3 Theorem 9 guarantees running time O≈(nmω2/2). Aording to Fat 1(ii),
Step 4 is possible within time O∼(nm). Summing up, we obtain the laimed
running time. ⊓⊔
6 Evaluating at degenerate points
Here we indiate how ertain elds K permit to remove the ondition on the
evaluation point set imposed in Theorem 8. The idea is to rotate or shear the
situation slightly, so that afterwards the point set has pairwise dierent rst
oordinates. To this end hoose θ ∈ K arbitrary suh that
# {xk + θyk 0 ≤ k < N} = N (12)
where N := nm denotes the number of points. Then replae eah (xk, yk) by
(x′k, y
′
k) := (xk+θyk, yk) and the polynomial p by pˆ(X,Y ) := p(X−θY, Y ). This
an be done with O∼ (n2 +m2) arithmeti operations, see the more general
Lemma 14 below. In any ase a perturbation like this might even be a good
idea if there are points whose rst oordinates are `almost equal' for reasons of
numerial stability.
Lemma 13. Let K denote a eld and P =
{
(xk, yk) ∈ K2 0 ≤ k < N
}
a ol-
letion of N planar points.
(i) If #K ≥ N2, then θ ∈ K hosen uniformly at random satises (12) with
probability at least
1
2 . Using O(logN) guesses and a total of O(N · log2N)
operations, we an thus nd an appropriate θ with high probability.
If K is even innite, a single guess almost ertainly sues.
(ii) In ase K = R or K = C, we an deterministially nd an appropriate θ in
time O(N · logN).
(iii) For a xed proper extension eld L of K, any θ ∈ L \K will do.
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Applying (i) or (ii) together with Lemma 14 aets the running time of Theo-
rem 8 only by the possible hange in the Y -degree. Using (iii) means that all
subsequent omputations must be performed in L. This inreases all further osts
by no more than an additional onstant fator depending on the degree [L : K]
only.
Proof. (i) Observe that an undesirable θ with xk + θyk = xk′ + θyk′ implies
yk = yk′ or θ =
xk−xk′
y
k′
−yk . In the latter ase, θ is thus uniquely determined by
{k, k′}. Sine there are at most (N2
)
< N2/2 suh hoies {k, k′}, no more
than half of the #K ≥ N2 possible values of θ an be undesirable.
(ii) If K = R hoose θ > 0 suh that θ ·(y
max
−y
min
) < min {xk − xk′ xk > xk′}.
Suh a value θ an be found in linear time after sorting the points with
respet to their x-oordinate.
In ase K = C, we an do the same with respet to the real parts.
(iii) Simply observe that 1 and θ are linearly independent. ⊓⊔
We now state the already announed
Lemma 14. Let R be a ommutative ring with one. Given n ∈ N and the n2
oeients of a polynomial p(X,Y ) ∈ R[X,Y ] of degree less than n in both
X and Y . Given furthermore a matrix A ∈ R2×2 and a vetor b ∈ R2. From
this, we an ompute the oeients of the anely transformed polynomial
p(a11X + a12Y + b1, a21X + a22Y + b2) using O(n2 · log2 n · log log n) or O∼(n2)
arithmeti operations over R.
In the speial ase R = C we an derease the running time to O(n2 logn).
Lemma 14 straight-forwardly generalizes to d-variate polynomials and d-dimen-
sional ane transformations being appliable within time O∼(nd) for xed d.
Proof. We prove this in several steps.
 First we note that, over any ommutative ring S with one, we an ompute
the Taylor shift p(X + a) of a polynomial p ∈ S[X ] of degree less than n by
an element a ∈ S using O(n · log2 n · log log n) arithmeti operations in S.
There are many solutions for omputing the Taylor shift of a polynomial.
We would like to sketh the divide and onquer solution from Fat 2.1(iv) in
von zur Gathen (1990) that works over any ring S: Preompute all powers
(X + a)2
i
for 0 ≤ i ≤ ν := ⌊log2 n⌋. Then reursively split p(X) = p0(X) +
X2
ν
p1(X) with deg p0 < 2
ν
and alulate p(X + a) = p0(X + a) + (X +
a)2
ν
p1(X + a). This amounts to O(n · log2 n · log log n) multipliations in
S and O(n logn) other operations. So we ahieve this over any ring S with
O(n · log2 n · log log n) operations.
 Next let S = R[Y ]. Then we an use the previous to ompute p(X + a, Y )
or p(X + aY, Y ) for a polynomial p ∈ R[X,Y ] = S[X ] of maximum degree
less than n and an element a ∈ R. Using Kroneker substitution for the
multipliations in R[X,Y ] this an be done with O(n2 · log2 n · log log n)
arithmeti operations in R.
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 Now we prove the assertion. Saling is easy: p(x, y) 7→ p(αx, y) obviously
works within O(n2) steps. Use this and the disussed shifts one or twie.
The solution to Problem 2.6 in Bini & Pan (1994) allows to save a fator logn ·
log log n when R = S = C. ⊓⊔
7 Conlusion and Further Questions
We lowered the upper omplexity bound for multi-evaluating dense bivariate
polynomials of degree less than n with n2 oeients at n2 points with pair-
wise dierent rst oordinates from naïve O(n4) and O∼(n3) to O(n2.667). The
algorithm is based on fast univariate polynomial arithmeti together with fast
matrix multipliation and will immediately benet from any future improvement
of the latter.
With the same tehnique, evaluation of a trivariate polynomial of maximum
degree less than n at n3 points an be aelerated from naïveO(n6) to O(n4.334).
Regarding that the matrix multipliation method of Huang & Pan (1998) has
huge onstants hidden in the big-Oh notation, it might in pratie be preferable
to use either the naïve 2m3 or Strassen's 4.7m2.81 algorithm (with some triks).
Applying them to our approah still yields bivariate multipoint evaluation within
time O(n3) or O(n2.91), respetively, with small big-Oh onstants and no hidden
fators logn in the leading term, that is, faster than Theorem 3.
Further questions to onsider are:
 Is it possible to remove even the divisions? This would give a muh more
stable algorithm and it would also work over many rings.
 As ω ≥ 2, the above tehniques will never get below running times of order
n2.5. Can we ahieve an upper omplexity bound as lose as O∼(n2) to the
information theoreti lower bound?
 Can multipoint evaluation of trivariate polynomials p(X1, X2, X3) be per-
formed in time o(n4)?
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